CASE STUDY

Futur First were approached by Savills in
January 2017 to design a waste and
recycling operation for The Springs,
Thorpe Park, located just off Junction 46
of the M1, Leeds that was in the design
stages of development. Savills, the managing agents, wanted a robust waste
and recycling process to control the
whole site, maximising environmental
performance and yielding commercial
and operational efﬁciencies.
Futur First were sent detailed plans of
the proposed site along with a schedule
of the units, their sizes and types of use –
retail, leisure and food & beverage.
A note of commendation must go to
Savills as many developers do not factor
in the waste and recycling process in the
design stages often total forgetting until
the very end when it is too late to adopt
best practices.
From the detailed plans and knowing
the type of retailer, leisure or food &
beverage tenant, Futur First were able to
forecast the potential types of waste
materials and the likely volumes each
unit would generate in terms of weekly
1100 litre bins.

Unit

Unit
Description

Floor
General
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Retail
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Retail

5000
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Retail
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3750

F

Restaurant

3900

4

3
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4

5

3

Cardboard

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

Once the volumes were understood the next process was
to work out the most environmental, cost and operational
efﬁcient method of handling the different waste streams
taking tin to consideration the practical size and workings
of the site.

FACTORS
TO BE CONSIDERED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Space available to store bins?
Is there space for a compactor?
Is there space for a baler?
How many site operatives would
be on site?
Would site operatives be
expected to handle the waste
and recycling?
Would there be any time
restrictions of vehicles collecting
the waste?
Are there any restrictive spaces
preventing dust carts or artic
vehicles collecting the waste?
Could the waste be transported
to a dedicated area on site to be
bulked up?
How would you transport the
waste across site avoiding
double handling?
What local subcontractors are in
the area, what materials do they
handle and what are their
frequency of collections?
What do the local subcontractors
do with the waste avoiding and
waste going to landﬁll and
recycling waste into other
products?

IN SUMMARY

What is important to state, especially in
today’s economic climate, is on day one
not all units had been taken. Some
expected tenants did not take up leases
whilst new tenants with different waste
and
recycling
requirements
were
secured.
Futur First were able to provide the ﬂexibility and have delivered as and when
The Springs have required them. Ongoing account management by Futur First in
partnership with The Springs has ensured
the right service has been delivered to
the right tenant in collaboration with the
overall waste operational process of the
entire site.

In partnership with Savills design team an operational
process was designed detailing where bin storage areas
were best situated minimizing tenants time away from
stores. The volumes of waste forecasted meant that a general waste compactor and cardboard baler would yield commercial savings and again in partnership with Savills a waste
and recycling designated area was identiﬁed. In order to
get general waste and cardboard to the designated area a
towing vehicle and special designed bins were identiﬁed in
the design process.
A full documented waste and recycling operational process
was submitted to Savills design team by Futur First including a full commercial proposal.
This was accepted by Savills and all waste and recycling
areas were inserted into the design plans of the site.
In August 2018, ﬁnal building stages of The Springs, Thorpe
Park were in progress. Futur First conducted an audit on site
evaluating the predesigned areas and all had been built to
the original plan.
Two weeks prior to the opening of The Springs, Thorpe Park
presentations and training were given by Futur First to
tenants and site operatives. Equipment was delivered and
situated in the correct areas and pre deigned signage put
up across the site.
Subcontractors were also invited to site so they could familiarize themselves with the site layout and understand operational processes for entering, operating and leaving site.
Futur First spent a further two days at The Springs ensuring
all went to plan and that any issue was to be able to be
resolved immediately.

73% ONSITE WASTE
ZERO TO LANDFILL
Waste Streams

Equipment

General Waste

1x Portable Compacter
With Bin Lifter

Dry Mixed Recycling

Wheelie Bins

Cardboard

1x Vertial Mill Size Baler

Food

Wheelie Bins

Glass

Wheelie Bins

